
Lincoln Municipal Golf Committee Meeting 
Minutes from May 24, 2018 

Woods Park Place – 3131 ‘O’ Street, Suite 300 
Large Conference Room 

  
 
Members Present: Sherrie Nelson, Deb Oman, Bill Allen, Larry Honeycutt, Clancy Woolman, Todd 
Johnson, Jason Hutchison, Casey Karges, Matt Herman and Brad Brandt 
 
Staff Present: Wade Foreman, Lynn Johnson, JJ Yost, Kyle Oakley, Casey Crittenden, and Chris Myers 
 
Call to Order: 12:00 pm 
 
Ash Tree Discussion/Maps - JJ Yost/Casey/Wade: J.J. had maps for everyone which identified which Ash 
trees will need to be removed at the golf courses due to potential Ash Bore disease. J.J. also stated the 
disease was about 15 miles out at this time. The map identifies which trees will be removed and not 
replaced along with the tress that will be removed and replaced. No decision has been made on what 
type of tree will be the replacement. It will depend on which type of tree will thrive regarding the soil 
condition, location, shade conditions, etc. They will use the same process which is being used city wide. 
One goal is to have a wider variety of trees in preparation of any other tree diseases that may come 
along in the future. Doing this will assist in not as much devastation if another tree disease occurs in the 
future.  The numbers on the map/trees are the diameter of the trunk of the tree. There may be 
clubhouse renovation possibilities at Pioneers Clubhouse where trees will be removed and not replaced. 
The Weeping Willow was discussed as a replacement at Pioneers for tree that used to be by pond. 
 
Wade stated Mahoney has the most Ash trees (128) so it will be the first place for tree 
removing/replacement. The plan is to work on one course at a time. The plan is to start removing during 
winter, after golf season. Trees will be replaced in the spring through fall. Wade pointed out this will also 
give people time to assess what trees may and may not be missed. 
 
Tree replacement cost is under a City Ash Tree Program although budget is not finalized till this summer 
which could affect costs. Jerry’s Trees also has approximately 50 trees set aside for trees with the P&R 
Foundation. J.J. stated that it will take approximately 10-15 years for full replacement of all City trees. 
J.J. also explained the way the tree is affected when it starts to die is it starts from the top down. The 
concern is getting ahead of the disease due to danger of weakened and falling trees. J.J. also mentioned 
it will be most cost effective to complete each course before moving on. Discussion of closing the course 
during the winter while trees are being removed could be a possibility. 
 
Golf Report: Wade stated they will know more in June/July regarding forecast of looking at year end 
numbers. Sink hole has been repaired and complete with the exception of a little grading at Highlands. 
Comments have been made at how much nicer it looks. Cold the beginning of April and a little nicer at 
the very end, but overall April was a poor month again for generating revenue. Casey discussed how the 
turf grass came out of winter with patches at Homes. Samples for Holmes have been sent out and it was 
discovered the nutrients are not staying where they should a nematode was found at Holmes. What was 
used in the past is no longer on the market. They are trying some other treatments on the market to 
contain the parasite. Affecting all the greens at Holmes but some much more than others with Hole 16 
being the worst.  Root rot was also found in soil samples which will need application treatments. 
 



Rounds Report: Rounds are still down in April due to poor weather. Turned around toward the end of 
April. May should be the first month with positive golf rounds for the benchmark. 
 
Financials: March 26th – April 22nd. After April 22nd the weather started getting better. After looking at 
weather for May hoping to make up for April. May of 2018 is already much better than May of 2017. 
Financials approximately $185,000 deficit for operations as of now. Wade stated there are a lot of golf 
playing now along with June, July and August being big golf/dollar months. Expenses really can’t be cut 
much now in the busy season months.  
 
L.M.G.A. Larry stated that the Kick-Off Classic was April 28th. Everyone was happy to be out golfing. The 
event was successful. 2nd Kick-Off was May 20th at Mahoney. Larry wasn’t in attendance but heard from 
J.D. that it went well. A little rain at the end but the BBQ made up for it. 
 
Women’s League: The same report as Larry. Drizzle and mist the whole time golfing. Still had a good 
time with Nacho Bar set up at Mahoney. Next event in June. 
 
Senior Men’s League: Bill stated league play has begun. Have three weeks in. No league this week. Bill 
asked their fun league be scheduled back to Monday to avoid conflict.  Senior League will be in full 
swing now until mid-August. 
 
Old Business: None. 
 
New Business: Discussion of nematodes by Casey with slide presentation.  See attachments. 
 
Adjourn: 12:58pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This spring and early summer symptoms consistent with nematode activity were observed on greens 
at Holmes golf course. These symptoms included chlorotic turf and loss of vigor with varying 
patterns.  These sort of signs also mimic fungus activity and the routine fungicide applications were 
having no effect in correcting these symptoms. Only after lab analysis was it determined that plant 
parasitic stunt nematodes were present in quantities 10x exceeding the turfgrass threshold level.     

The staff has applied plant protective material and we look for greens to recover slowly throughout 
the remainder of the summer and fall. Meanwhile the staff will work towards continuing to provide 
good putting surfaces. 

      

 

Stunt nematodes are among the most costly plant parasites. Overall, plant parasitic nematodes in 
the United States cause annual economic losses estimated at nearly $10 billion from decreased 
food, fiber and ornamental production. 

Stunt nematodes damage the roots of field and vegetable crops. Once damaged, plants become 
exposed to many destructive soil borne microorganisms and pathogens 
 
 
 
 
 

 


